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My Future 

 

1. What are you short-term plans and long-term goals? 

Nowadays I study the branch photographer in the .............................. (first, second, third, fourth) year at high 

school / secondary school.  

When I pass the maturita exam, I want to find a job as .............................. . 

I would like to study .............................. (language school, university…). 

I would like to work in the branch of .............................. . 

I am going to save up some money / build a house / have a family / travel round the world / work abroad... .  

 

2. Is it easy for young people to find a job today? 

Young people have problems with finding job because the employers often require 3 to 5 years of practice. 

Young people often have a part-time job after finishing school. 

 

3. How can you increase your chances of getting a good job? Is it advantage to have an university 

degree? 

It is important to have good results at school and decide to go to university because when you look for a job 

it's good to offer lots of skills such as driving license, computer skills, foreign languages. Employers very 

often decide according to your CV. It is necessary to write a suitable CV and cover note. 

It is very important to have a wide range of knowledge and skills because you have more job possibilities. 

However, in some jobs your abilities are more important than university degree. 

 

4. How do you imagine a good boss?   

A good boss should know how to run his / her business, he / she should get on well with his / her employees, 

promote his / her ideas and bring them to the end.  

A good boss should be strict, decisive and understanding, because if your work  is not good enough, he / she 

must be able to speak about it with you. 

 

5. What job do your parents do and do you want to do the same work? 

 My father / mother works in / at .............................. (the factory / office / shop / car service / company / firm 

..............................)  as .............................. . 

I don’t want to do the same work because as I heard that there are very bad working conditions / people can 

be injured by machine / people earn little money / you have very long working hours… . 

I would like to do the same job as my parents do because you have flexible working hours / enough money / 

enough vacation / space for developing own ideas… . 

 



6. What would be the ideal working hours for you? Do you prefer fixed or flexible working hours 

(flexi-time)? 

I prefer fixed working hours. You can plan your day and you know when your job starts and when it 

finishes. I prefer flexible working hours because you can plan your days according to your imagination.  

 

7. Do you want to do the same work all your life or do you want to try different jobs? 

Personally I want to ........................................................................................................................................... . 

Definitely I would not / would like to ............................................................................................................... . 

 

8. What is more important for you – to earn a lot of money or to have job which you really like? Why? 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................................ . 

 

9. Would you like to be a boss and why?  

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................................ . 

 

10. What should a good job be like? 

A job should be interesting / creative / not too exacting/hard / well-paid / with suitable working hours / high 

bonuses / it should give opportunities for further training / it should be socially important ... .   

 

11. Are you going to work freelance / be a self-employed person/freelance worker? 

............................................................................................................................................................................ .  

As a freelance professional you have many possibilities, you can shoot for a local newspaper / take photos of 

weddings/children/… / take fashion pictures and work for a fashion magazine / have your own photo studio / 

travel / win an international award... .  

 

12. What are the advantages and disadvantages of working as a photographer? 

The advantages are ............................................................................................................................................ . 

The disadvantages are ........................................................................................................................................ . 

 

13. What do you need for your future job? 

I need capital / I can take a loan for setting up a photo studio / I have to buy some equipment and accessories 

such as cameras, lenses, tripods, filters, studio lights and stands... /  have to get a business licence / open a 

business banking account... . 

 



Vocabulary test 

1) He ................................  any sufficient experience.  

a) has a lack   b) has lacks of   c) has     d) lacks 

 

2) Your assistant is absolutely................................ .  

a) disresponsible  b) iresponsible   c) irresponsible   d) unresponsible 

 

3) What were your ................................  in your previous job?  

a) achievements  b) achievments   c) succeses   d) successes 

 

4) The salary is ................................  in this company.  

a) agreable   b) dependable   c) negotable    d) negotiable 

 

5) I think you shouldn't ................................  . There is the lack of jobs in our region.  

a) dismiss    b) fire     c) resign   d) sack  

 

6) This job can  ................................  your experience.  

a) broaden    b) gain    c) receive   d) spread  

 

7) I would like to help you but there are no ................................ in our firm at the moment.  

a) vacancies    b) vacancy positions  c) vacancy   d) vacant  

 

8) She got ................................ after a month of working here for unclear reasons.  

a) fire     b) resigned    c) sacked   d) taken out  

 

9) You have to fill in ................................ .  

a) application form  b) application    c) appliment  d) applyment  

 

10) In job advertisements in CR, there is ................................ salary.  

a) annual   b) quarterly   c) weekly  d) monthly 

 

11) Our company ................................ the production of trainers and sports equipment.  

a) specialises on  b) specialize in   c) specializes in d) specializes on  

 

12) I'm afraid we have to fire him. He is totally ................................  .  

a) disexperienced   b) experienced   c) inexperienced d) unexperienced 

 


